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SES Students Meet New Dean

Spring Fling

Students Cite Experience, Personality as Strong Points
By Katja Eldek
HOYA Staff Writer

Students, administrators and faculty from the Edmund A.
Walsh School of Foreign Service had dinner with their future
last night, welcoming

the school’s new

dean,

Ambassador

Robert L. Gallucci, at the First Annual SFS Student-Faculty
Banquet.
Gallucci, ahigh-level official with the State Department. w-

selected this March to replace Peter F. Krogh and will officia ly
take over as dean of SFS on June 1.
Heis a U.S. ambassador-at-large and is special advisor to the
president and secretary of state for Bosnia.
In his first opportunity to talk to students, Gallucci used the
event to emphasize his goals for the school and its students. “I
have a lot of listening to do with undergraduates. I want to
make sure that SES meets the expectations students have when
they come to study here,” Gallucci said. “I also want to make
sure that students feel prepared for graduate studies or for work
when they come out of here.”
Ambassador David D. Newsom, who'served as interim dean
of SES during the 1995-96 academic year, welcomed Gallucci
to the school in an address last night.
“[Gallucci] is a man of great distinction and I am sure he will

successfully carry on what has been established by Dean
Krogh,” he said to the 100 people in attendance. Guests paid $5
each for the catered dinner featuring South Asian cuisine. The

smell of curry lingered in the area as Gallucci was introduced
by SFS Academic Council President Eleonora Grinblat (SFS
’96) to steady applause.
The dinner was organized by the SFS Academic Council,
whose members said they were impressed by their new dean
and enthusiastic about his arrival.
“The main purpose of tonight was to build a sense of
community by beginning to foster a relationship between
students, faculty members and deans. I think that the arrival of
Ben Dziedzic (CAS

Dean Gallucci presented us with the right opportunity to start
this process,” Grinblat said.
“Dean Gallucci seems to have the ability to connect well
with the student body and he definitely has a great sense of

Geoff Gougion/The HOYA
’98) struggles to complete a wild pass during a game of Frisbee on Copley lawn Sunday.

humor and personality,” added Shilpa Mohan (SFS ’99), cochair of the fund-raising committee who worked with the SES

College Dems Look to °96 Campaign
conference also focused on learning

By Germaine Hunter
HOYA Staff Writer

If students think things are bad
now,

they

“haven’t

seen

anything

yet,” said Bill Simons, chair of the
District of Columbia Democratic
Party, who urged College Democrats
trom the Mid-Atlantic region to be-

comeinvolvedin political campaigns.
Simons’s speech was part of the
College Democrats annual Mid-Atlantic Regional Conference. which

took place in Healy 104 Saturday.
The conference consisted of several

speeches and workshops for students
from Maryland, Pennsylvania, Delaware,

Virginia

and

the District

of

Columbia.
“The main goal and focus [of the
conference] was to get College Democrats excited and motivated to support [democratic candidates],” said

Mike Jacobs (CAS 97), president of
the Georgetown College Democrats.
He added that another goal of the

day’s events was, “hands-on campaign training.”

According
to Abran Villegas (SFS
’99), executive board member of the
Georgetown College Democrats, the

from the successes and failures of
student leaders from other universities.
“First and foremost, it is important
that we get to know the people in our
area and to get a good feeling for
what the other schools are doing as

far as their College Democrats chapters go,” Villegas said.
Also, event organizers placed emphasis on bringing about change

House and need to recapture a majority in the U.S. Congress. In the 1994
Congressional elections, the Democratic Party lostcontrol of both houses

of Congress for the first time in 40
years.
Other speakers throughout the day
included Democratic National Committee Representatives Joe Fuld and
Jocelyn Woodard, deputy communicationsdirector for Clinton/Gore ’96,
Stacie Spector, and Democratic Lead-

within the public at large.
“This being an election year, it is
especially important that Democrats

ership Council Representative Jamie
Daves.

and College Democrats... show some
initiative and some solidarity,”
Villegas said.
The Georgetown College Demo-

said they viewed the day’s activities
as a success.
“The students who were there came
outof it with a sense of unity as being
Democrats for the first time in a very

crats plan to coordinate numerous
events in the future to bring about
change. According to Nabanita
Chaterjee (CAS ’97), executive board
member of the Georgetown College

Democrats, there will be campaign
trips throughout the fall for Clinton/
Gore and various state and local representatives, as a way to get people
involved.

Simons said Democrats must
maintain a presence in the White

Overall, organizers of the event

long time,” Jacobs said. “More im-

portantly, people left with some tangible skills that they can use on their
own campuses,” Jacobs said.
Jacobs said he hopes to build upon

the successes of the conference to
bring

about

meaningful

change

at

Georgetown and in the community at
large. The College Democrats will
hold its National Convention at
Georgetown in June.

Academic Council to organize last night’s event.
Several seniors, who will have ended their days on the
Hilltop before Gallucci sits at his desk in ICC, were also
pleased with the choice. “Fthink Dean Gallucci is going to do
a fantastic job,” said Eddy Malesky (SFS ’96). “I am sorry that
I am graduating this year and that I will not have the opportunity to get to know him better.”

By Clay Risen
HOYA Staff Writer

The ‘ American Empire’ will decline as
Europe takes the lead in economic and
population levels, said Geir Lundestad,

permanent secretary of the Nobel Institute in Oslo, Norway. Lundestad deliv-

ered the 1996 Richardson American Studies Lecture Friday afternoon in McNeir
Auditorium.
The annual lecture series was founded
by Eudora Richardson in 1986.
Richardson, a graduate of the American

HOYA Staff Writer

More than 250 Georgetown students assembled
behind Village C at8 a.m. Saturday morning to

that, [but] it was

thetic by participating in a District-wide volunteer effort to renovate schools in the city.

happier to have a school that’s kept up well,”

The effort was coordinated by Hands on D.C.,

a city-wide non-profit corporation begun in 1984.
Over 3,000 volunteers participated this year, more
than twice last year’s total.
“[Hands on D.C.] sponsors this one day event
each year. The idea behind it is to make lasting
improvements in city-wide public schools,” said
campus organizer Steve Evangelista (CAS

fun. It makes

nized at the site, they only had “three good working hours.”

organization that sent more than 200 students to

Hands on D.C.

The D.C. Schools tutoring pro-

gram at Georgetown recruited 50 additional vol-

shows the power of joint action ... Any time you
get hundreds of Georgetown students out to support any activity, it’s amazing,” Bamford said.
Beneficiaries of the community service were
also enthusiastic about the help that schools and

going on for about six weeks. “The culmination

grade teacher at Frederick Douglass Junior High
School, was a site coordinator at his school and
was particularly pleased with the help the community lent his school.
“The whole of Hands on D.C. does about 10
years worth of work in one day,” Bertron said.
“We got every project that we set out to complete

was a pretty incredible experience,” he added.
Participants in the effort focused on cleaning
and repainting public schools.
“Though it seems superficial, [the cleanup] is

really important because it leaves the students
with a much better learning environment; and in
the cases where the students actually came and
helped the other volunteers, it gave them a sense

of ownership in their community,” Evangelista
said.
Georgetown students helped at six different
schools, including painting and trash clean up at

According

overriding
same time,
the United
After his

political rivalries. And at the
Europe will continue torely on
States for military support.
speech Lundestad took ques-

to Lundestad, the Ameri-

tions from the audience, which allowed

can Empire differed from all those previous to it because it actively promoted an

him to address such issues as NATO
expansion and the push for a common
European currency.

“alternative political center,” namely, a

never bea United States of Europe,” due to

the

five

Outstanding

Delegation

Lundestad is a former fellow at The C.
Warren Institute, a major research institute located at Harvard University. He
graduated from the University of Oslo in
1970 and received his Ph.D. from the
University of Trumso inNorway in 1976.
Lundestad has been at the Nobel Insti“tute since 1990, where his tasks include

heading the annual Nobel Prize recipient
selection process. Throughout his aca-

demic career Lundestad has focused on
relations between the United States and
Europe sinceWorld War II.

He said he believes Georgetown’s traditional strength at the conference arises

at the conference. Both delegations from
the Georgetown International Relations

otheruniversities may have the theoretical
training to compete with Georgetown stu-

a strong showing at the National Model
Outstanding Delegation Award. Tam not
aware of any school that has received
more than one Outstanding Delegation
award in one year before.”
Georgetown’sdelegations represented
the nations of Jordan and Eritrea at the
conference, which consisted of a mock

U.N. Main Assembly and Economic and
Social Council. The delegations delivered policy positions and voted in these
simulations as they believed the countries would have. Jeremy Sharp (SFS

Courtesy of Julie Brancato

non-diplomatic mission to be briefed by
the Eritrean Embassy on their country’s
United Nations agenda and policy positions.
froma variety of factors: campusdiversity,
Georgetown’s international relations study
requirement and the exposure to practical

United Nations. Last year we received an

Rita Salinas (CAS ’97) paints in the halls at Ballou High
School Saturday as part of the ‘Hands on D.C.’ project.

Kramer said while preparing for the
conference, the team had been the first

awards presented at the National American Invitational Model United Nations
conference, which took place April 2-6.
Delegations from more than 80 universities competed for the awards, which
were equivalent to a first-place showing

According to IRC chair Gabe Kramer
(SFS ’98), “Georgetown has always had

completed.” According to Bertron, volunteers at
Douglass, 40 of whom were Georgetown students, repainted two floors of stairs, bathrooms,

See HANDS, p. 3

Academic Council said Gallucci was truly interested in meeting and interacting with the students. More than half an hour
after since the dinner ended as the caterers began to take down
the tables, Gallucci was still visiting with a few students that
had lingered.

Club won the coveted award.

students received. Cameron Bertron, an eighth-

furniture and a basement hallway the length of a
city block.

Department.
Jane Alonso (SFS ’96), a senior representative on the SFS

Europe since World War II. He said the
U.S. initially had a great desire for unification, but as the threat of the Cold War
diminished, so did American interest.

of

“When 60 people descend on a high school,
even for 3 hours, the results can be amazing. It

unteers.
Hands on D.C. sent volunteers to more than 51
different schools around the city, cleaning up
trash and debris and repainting buildings and
interiors.
Evangelista said the planning effort had been

“Ambassador Gallucci is exactly what Georgetown needs.
We are very fortunate to have him here. He has made an
excellent firstimpression on everybody who was here tonight,”
according to Professor Anthony Arend of the Government

team returned from New York City with
trophies in hand, this time winning two

Greg Bamford (CAS ’96) also participated in
the cleanup effort at Banneker high school by
picking up trash, repairing swing sets and rototilling parts of the baseball field.
He said it was importantto have a large number
of people at each location since by the time the
volunteers attended the rally, factored in transportation time, time for lunch and time to get orga-

on faculty members.

For the second year in a row,
Georgetown’s Model United Nations

Nguyen said.

’98),

96).
The new dean also seemed to have made a good impression

By Rebecca Sinderbrand
Specialto The HOYA

the kids a lot

president of For a Day, a Georgetown volunteer

and has a good sense of humor,” added Rosera Larkins (SFS

GU Scores Model U.N. Win

Banneker, McKinley and Penn high schools.
Delphine Nguyen (CAS ’98) spent Saturday at
Banneker painting fixtures, repairing a baseball
diamond and doing other garden work.
“It was hard work, there’s no delusion about

disprove the idea that college students are apa-

“He is someone who has a lot of great experience. He seems
thathe will definitely be approachable. He is very down to earth

unified Europe. The United States, under
Presidents Harry Truman and Dwight
Eisenhower, attempted to make Europe a
“third force” to create two superpowers
opposing the Soviet Union.
Inthe 1960s, the U.S. began to redefine
Studies program at Georgetown, sits on
its goal of a European Union, as the
the Board of Trustees and is a prominent Kennedy Administration emphasized the
philanthropist. Many other dignitaries, role of Europe within the larger context
including the Norwegian ambassador to of the Atlantic alliance. This desire arose
the United States, Kjeld Vibe, attended
after Gaullist France began to organize
the lecture.
its own military deterrent.
Lundestad’s speech focused on the role
However, Lundestad said, “There will

' Students Lend a Hand in D.C.
By Andrew Curry

School of Foreign Service, spoke at a dinner last night.

Speaker Predicts American Decline

of the United States in the unification of

b|

Chris Kramme/The HOY A

Ambassador Robert L. Gallucci, the new dean of the

foreign policy that comes from living in

Washington, D.C., among other factors.

Kramer added that while students at
dents, they often lack the invaluable practical knowledge that is available through
internships and other experiences to students residing in the nation’s capital.
He also attributed his club’s success to
support from alumni. “While I want to
stress that we won on our own merits, I
think the amount of Georgetown alumni,

especially SES and IRC alumni [administrating the conference]
just goes to show
the historical strength of the Georgetown

IRC.
Participants then divided into committees to debate topics such as women’s
rights, the environment and cultural is-

sues. The committees spent the four days
of the conference in debates and other
’98), an IRC member, said the team had activities.
Moira Smith (SFS 98), a member of
done extensive research on the countries
they represented using newspaper and Georgetown’s delegation to the confermagazine articles along with publica- ence, said, “It was amazing
tions from the United Nations.
See IRC, p. 3
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Clinton

@ 800/931-4760
YOU WON'T
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Virginia
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» Housing & transportation provided.
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“A Little Bit of Hard Work for an Experience of a Lifetime!”

READY TO CLIMB
THE CORPORATE LADDER?

NEC 9022 Sn
DESKTOP COMPUTER

The years
of hitting the books
and burning the midnight oil are

100 Mhz Intel Processor, 8 Meg RAM,
1.2 GIG Hard Drive, 4X CD ROM Drive, 28.8 Fax/Modem,
Windows 95, 17" Color SVGA, and More!

COLOR LAPTOP

almost over. Unfortunately, the

pressures you'll face in the real world

; 90°

Pentium 75, 8 Meg RAM, 500 Mb Hard Drive, Windows 95, and More!

/Mo.*

*12 month Rental Purchase

Weekly and Monthly Rentals Also Available!

Aaron Ren Is
On Line With Today'sia
Alexandria
5720 Gen. Washington Dr.
Phone: (703) 256-0654, Fax: (703) 750-0789
Mon.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5

are just beginning. First impressions
are lasting and Today’s Man wants
to ensure that all your hard work is
finally going to pay off.
This is just one of thousands of superb

suits that you'll find in your nearby
__ Today’s Man store. Designer name
brands, rich fabrics and exquisite
craftsmanship
are all available in
an easy-to-shop atmosphere.
Experience the latest
fashions that will take
you from waiting room
£3

to boardroom, all at

affordable prices. Visit
Today’s Man just once
and we’re convinced
ow’ll fine no need to
shop elsewhere.
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PoLiTics AND RELIGION

Business has never
- looked better.

IN THE 1996 CAMPAIGN
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY FUND AND

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY PRESS
invite you to a panel discussion and
question-and-answer session to mark publication of:

RELIGION IN PUBLIC LIFE
A Dilemma for Democracy
by Ronald FE. Thiemann
Dean of the Harvard Divinity School

A TwenTIETH CENTURY FUND BOOK
PUBLISHED BY GEORGETOWN

Wednesday, April 17, 1996

UNIVERSITY PRESS

Wy

10:00 a.m. to Noon

Copley Formal Lounge
Copley Hall
Georgetown University
37th and O Streets, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

Panelists scheduled to join Dean Thiemann include:
J

Bring this certificate to any
Today’s Man now through
5/31/96 and take

YOUR ENTIRE PURCHASE
This offer cannot be combined with any other offer.
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Philosophy and Public Policy
Marian Wright Edelman, Children’s Defense Fund
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E.J. Dionne, Washington Post columnist
William Galston, Director, University of Maryland Institute for

TODAY'S
THE

MENSWEAR

Greenbelt (301) 220-3811

MAN
SUPERSTORE

© Rockville (301) 770-9660

Bailey’s Crossroads (703) 845-1307
Fairfax (703) 385-5670
Convenient Hours: Mon-Sat: 10 am to 9:30 pm;
Sun: Noon to 6 pm
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NEWS

Yo La Tengo
The Toasters
Kelly Boll Band and Seade
from TVT Records Birdbrain
SATURDAY, APRIL 20TH« DOORS OPEN AT 3 PM.
JHU HOMEWOOD CAMPUS LEVERING UNION
FIVE DOLLARS WITH VALID COLLEGE LD.
CALL 410:5167692 FOR MORE INFORMATION,
ALL ARE INVITED AND WELCOME,
ALCOROL SERVED WITH PROPER 1D.

Students Clean, Renovate Schools
HANDS, from p. 1
Bertron said the school had been talking about the project since the fall but
had failed to get funds appropriated for

was echoed by the volunteers.”
Overall, the participants felt that the
day was a valuable experience. “It really
raises the awareness of community ser-

the paint by the district.

vice, not just on one day, but on a more

Before going to the schools, about half
of the students participated in a rally that

took place at Shaw Junior High School.
“Therally wasa[publicrelations] event,”
Evangelista said. “I don’t think [it] was

as important as the service. This opinion

continuous basis,” said Bamford. “It was
really great to see the direct results of
your actions.”
Staff Writer Melissa Allman contributed to this report.

Model U.N. Team Takes National Title
IRC, from p. 1
Georgetown dominated the conference
from the beginning. I'd only been to two
[other model United Nations conferences]

before, and this experience surpassed
them by far. Now I want to attend the
model United Nations in Cairo when I
study abroad next year.”

Twenty-seven Georgetown students
attended the conference at a cost of $100
per participant. Sharp said some of the
funding for the trip came from the Student Activities Commission, which also
gave the IRC temporary allocations for
transportation, hotel

and other confer-

ence fees.

THE LEAVEY CENTER BOOKSTORE
AND JANSPORT PROUDLY PRESENT.
>
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Seniors Offered Insurance
The short-term medical insurance

By Chris Kramme

is meant to cover graduates during

HOYA Staff Writer

the transitional period between the

The class of 1996 will have the
opportunity to insure their health and
life after they graduate, with free life
insurance and short-term medical
coverage provided by the Georgetown
University Alumni Association.

dents coverage under their parents’
policies ends upon graduation. She
added that this varies with some cov-

New graduates who meet enrollment requirements will be able to

erage ending at age 21
going up to age 25.

receive a one-year $5,000 life insur-

The short-term medical insurance
can last anywhere from 30 to 185 days

ance policy at no cost. The insurance

time they graduate and when they
begin working.
McGill said, in some cases, stu-

and others

would cover students from July 31.
1996 until June 30, 1997 and is underwritten by New York Life Insurance Company.
“Life insurance is one of the lower
priority items for young people,” said
Cindy McGill, assistant executive
secretary of the association. She said
because of this, the fact that the policy

depending on the graduate’s state of
residence, age and gender. McGill

was free was abigincentive for gradu-

underwritten by Time Insurance
Company and is not available
to resi-

ates.
After the one-year policy has expired, alumni have the option of increasing the value of their insurance

to $25,000, regardless of health, by
paying a monthly premium.
McGill said some alumni choose
to list Georgetown as the beneficiary
of such policies.

said, forexample, that amale graduate
under the age of 24 from Iowa would
pay $92.80 for a 90-day policy. A
similar female graduate would pay
$108, according
to McGill. These poli-

cies include a $250 deductible.
The

medical

insurance

dents of Alabama,

is being

Alaska, Hawaii,

Kentucky, New Jersey, New Y ork or
Vermont because of state regulation,
according to McGill.

McGill said seniors would be receiving information at both their
school and permanent
about the programs.

addresses

taker led the 1984
Everest expedition and
st American ascent of4

Mt. Kanchenjunga, and still :
can't get enough adventure.

Fa. L

He's helped reach twenty intact
burial sites on a 1,000 foot
cliff in the Peruvian Andes,
and takes executives to

Sil

the top of Mt. Rainier

;

fo raise money for
children with
asthma.

Ironically,

when

Lou's not

climbing, he lives
© in an underground home.

RHODE R THAN
NOW IT'S
YOUR TURN.

SUMMER

AT

LOYOLA

EARLY SESSION
Six weeks beginning May 17 (6 pm)

LATE SESSION

Six weeks beginning June 28 (6 pm)
+ Day, evening or weekend classes.

1
GET

OUT

WHILE

YOU

CAN.

LOU WHITTAKER WILL SHARE HIS ADVENTURES AND SLIDES AT:
Wy

CENTER GRILL

DINING AREA

ApIL 18TH
7-9 PM.

+ Courses in business, arts and sciences,

education, nursing.
* All courses applicable to Loyola
University Chicago degrees.
* Classes held at Loyola’s Lake Shore
(Chicago), Water Tower (Chicago),
Medical Center (Maywood), and
Mallinckrodt (Wilmette) campuses.

* Convenient Touch-Tone registration
(TTR) system.

* Refreshments Provided!
* ENTER TO WIN ONE OF TWO BACKPACKS!
Entry forms available inside the Bookstore.

* Lou will be in the Bookstore on Friday, April 19th,
to autograph his new book, Lou Whittaker:
of a Mountain Guide, between 12 noon and 2 p.m.!

To receive your free copy of the 1996
The Summer Sessions bulletin,
return coupon

or call (312) 915-6501.

Name

Address

4 ACK eA,

iv)

THE SUMMER SESSIONS
Loyola University Chicago
820 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611-2196

LOYOLA
#4,= UNIVERSITY
& (SEELEY
THE SUMMER SESSIONS
Loyola University Chicago is an equal opportunity educator and employer

©1996 Loyola University of Chicago.
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A Sense of Pride
A few weeks ago, GU Pride, the gay,
lesbian and bisexual organization on

Georgetown.
Through attending

forums,

campus,

meetings

events,

put up

fliers around

campus

and

support

Pride
all can

show

The next day, several of those fliers had

respect for the rights of all human beings.

been amended with offensive comments
in the text. This blatantly homophobic
act is indicative of a larger undercurrent
of fear and discrimination on this campus.

Perhaps to encourage more heterosexual
participation in these activities, GU Pride
should also attempt to co-sponsor events
with other campus groups to attract an
audience that might not normally be in-

This week GU Pride is sponsoring a
gay awareness week to bring to light this
issue on campus. Homophobia is an

volved in Pride functions. During the gay
awareness week, GU Pride has several
events with the Women’s Empowerment

|

issue that affects everyone and in order

League and the GU Chapter of the NAACP.

|

to address this we need to have an open
dialogue between the gay and heterosexual communities.
Too often, students might hold themselves back from responding
to

This is a good step toward fostering better
homosexual/heterosexual relations.
It should be remembered that gay awareness should not be limited to one week. It's
necessary for gay rights to receive special

|
|

homophobic remarks for fear their sexuality might be misinterpreted. This fear

attention during a specific week because
issues often get lost in the shuffle of every-

|
|

is not an excuse

day life. However, we should make

to stand by and let a

our interest and

GU
we

highlighting
a film and discussion night.

of equal

certed effort to recognize the difficulties

orientation. Just as racial and religious
discrimination is not deemed politically
correct, homophobia should not be tolerated. Recognizing our responsibility
in
stopping homophobia is the first step to
a more
tolerant
community
at

homosexuals face in their everyday life.
Gay awareness should be celebrated
throughout the year.
As long as there are members of the
community who are gay, there needs to be
acommitmenttorespectingtheirlifestyles.

Once again, we're in the midst of the
semiannual

¢

oo

v

a con-

group be maligned because of theirsexual

®

©
|
|

arting the the C
Charting
|

special

»

Course(s)

ie

Prof. Darling

ritual of selecting courses

= 10. THEO-100:

Introduction to Christian

"for the upcoming school year. As stu- ' Ethics, Prof, Skotnielky 1ininy =f ordw

‘dents face those tough decisions about

11. PHIL-001:

|

§

|

inemnagon

|

Introduction to Philoso-

which classes to take, the members of
the editorial board would like to make
some suggestions for classes we have

|

phy, Prof. Brough
12. ACCT-181: Business Law, Prof. Cooke
13. CHIN-013: Intensive Chinese I, Prof.

|

taken and thoroughly enjoyed.

Yu

THe Hoya recommends
classes:

14. HIST-270:
Goldfrank

the following

|
History of Russia I, Prof.

English

Honors

En-

17. ACCT-201:

glish, Prof. Holmer

18. GOVT-403-02: International Law,
Siva

4. SOCI-003: Introduction to Anthro-

20. ENGL-124: Elements of Film, Prof.
Siegel
21. GOVT-121-01: Comparative Political

6. FIAR-065: History of Music I, Prof.

Systems, Prof. Banchoff

25. THEO-001-18: The Problem of God,

9. HIST-388: African-American History,

Prof. McCormack
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VIEWPOINT
Fiona Smith

Peter Saharko

Arab Studies Seminar: A Case of Mistaken Identity

A Burleith Tale

N APRIL 18 AND 19, GEORGETOWN

University’s Center for Contem‘porary Arab Studies will host a
symposium on “Arab Jerusalem.” The
mere title of this symposium evokes feelings of confusion and suspicion. Why
should it not be called “Arab Jerusalem?” For the same reason that people
would never call a symposium about
Jerusalem “Catholic Jerusalem,” nor
“Jewish Jerusalem.” Jerusalem does not
belong to any particular group or religion.
Jerusalem is the capital of the State of
Israel — a free and democratic city that
opens its arms to all religions, cultures,
races and creeds. If Jerusalem is so cen-

this esteemed institution make such a
conscious decision to sponsor something
that, because of its alarming title, appears to have ulterior motives? By entitling their 21st annual symposium “Arab
Jerusalem,” the CCAS is not focusing on
focusing on East Jerusalem. They are
quick to assert the distinction that they
mean the entire city: east and west. Just
what is “Arab Jerusalem?”

ence

Ihave never read any publication with
enough chutzpa to make such a scandal-

ous allegation. Do we refer to Beirut as
“Arab Beirut?” While the term

“Arab”

is inclusive of both the Christian and
Islamic communities in the Arab world,

it perspicaciously excludes the Jewish
community, which happens to have con-

compelled to call it “Arab” Jerusalem.
Referring to it as such, they deliberately

stituted the largest single group in Jerusa-

is the capital of a non-Arab state, whose
population is three-quarters non-Arab.
The CCAS is a well-established institution

with

a good

reputation

among

lem since 1840. One could argue that
Jews are included because Arab Jews do
exist; however, you are not apt to hear
peoplerefer to Jews who have lived all of
their lives in Arab countries as such.
Nevertheless, the separate reference to
an “Arab Jerusalem” is wrong because it

scholars in Arab studies. Why then would

lem, it is impossible to talk about the

intended topics such as the “Oral History
of Jerusalem” or about “Jerusalem as an
Intellectual and Cultural Center” without recognizinga priori the Jewish pres-

Arab culture in Jerusalem, nor are they

tral to Arab history, culture and thought,
one should ask why the CCAS feels so

slight the true nature of Jerusalem, which

completely ignores the substantial and
vital presence of the Jewish people in
Jerusalem. Furthermore, assuming that
part of the symposium will be dedicated
to talking about Arab issues in Jerusa-

in Jerusalem

years. This
simply by
by its legal
based upon
siderations,

for the past 3,000

condition can be achieved
recognizing that Jerusalem,
and proper name, which is
logical and historical conincludes everyone presently

living there.
I am not saying that Arabs have no

right to the city— the status of Jerusalem
has yet to be determined. But the “Arab
Jerusalem” symposium is scheduled for
1996, which coincides with the negotiations on the future status of the city. After
years of bloodshed and conflict surrounding the issue we now

have reason for

optimism. This is a highly sensitive topic
politically, religiously and historically;

the failure of these negotiations would
undermine the entire Middle East peace
process. For Georgetown — an impartial academic institution that is committed to resolving international conflicts,
promoting international understanding
N Tuespay, MarcH 19, I REand setting an example for its students .
ceived a letter from a some—to partially fund a blatantly one-sided
what ubiquitous group known
topic undermines the peace negotiations
as the “residents.” My first instinct
and reflects poorly on the school’s repuwas to assume that this letter was yet
tation. This partial display of academia
another credo concerning Burleithian
is analogous to a hypothetical sympopride, perhaps recounting how the
sium on “Serbian Sarajevo” before the
“boys in blue” have busted more
Dayton Accords. Behind all of the culGeorgetown students for a loud rautural and religious discussion the politicous party or possession of illegal street
cal connotation of the title “Arab Jerusasigns. Soon, to my surprise, I found
lem” stands out. I hope that the sympothat the letter was a condescending
sium refrains from addressing highly
two page critique of my quote in the
charged issues and instead focuses on
March $5 edition of THE Hoya.
the rich Arab culture that has flourished
In the story, I was quoted as saying,
in Jerusalem.
“I think the problem is that the residents need an orientation session as
much as the students ... the residents
have so many negative stereotypes
Fiona Smith (SFS’99) is the secretary
coming in that it can’t be productive

Residents and Students Alike Need to Act
To Improve Off-Campus Relations

of the Georgetown Israel Association.

My goal here is to refute the comments of residents in this letter by
sharing an account of my brief but
storied time in the area. First, I would
be blind, naive and downright wrong
if I did not acknowledge that certain

T. Jeremiah Healey

English Faculty Is Responsible for its Curriculum

Georgetown

vast majority of opinion seems to
have been focused incorrectly. To
judge the issue by the rhetoric of
many of the commentators, it would
seem that what is at stake is the
very tate of Western Civilization.
Needless to say, I find this doubt-

ful. Unfortunately, this means that
much of the ink spilled has addressed

the wrong

issue, and has

done even this poorly. (Course requirements will never ensure the
type of program envisioned by many
because there is no necessary relationship between what some critics would consider “appropriate”
subject matter and ‘‘proper” academic approaches. A Shakespeare
course isnota panacea for the complications of deconstruction.)
No, my support for the existing
curriculum does not come from a
fear of “encroaching liberalism.”

My concern comes rather from a
knowledge of the needs of a student of English literature. Quite

simply,

amid

generated,

all of the passions

we

cannot

forget

that

what is under discussion is the program of study for undergraduates.
That is to say, what

is being dis-

f—

cussed is how best to prepare young
students to be intelligent practitioners of the discipline of literary
analysis. Assuming that this is indeed the university’s
goal, it would
be wrong for Georgetown to allow

students to graduate from its program as ill-prepared as they could

be under the proposed changes.
To

begin

with,

it is wrong

to

dissect the study of literature into
“literary history,” “culture and performance” and “writing, rhetoric,
genre and form.” It is true that the

majority of scholars focus their efforts in one of these three concen-

trations. However, any responsible
[=

scholar must have some knowledge of all three. A discussion of a
text that does not give all of these
issues some consideration is bad

analysis. So it is vital for a student
to be capable of doing all with
some degree of skill. Since the ori-

entation of one’s studies narrows
at each subsequent level, it must be

the

responsibility

graduate

program

of the underto provide

the

this

necessitates

some experience of all the major
forms and periods. To attempt to

It would be wrong
for Georgetown to
allow students to
graduate from its
programas ill-preparedas they could

be under the proposed changes.
understand any author, “canonical” or “non-canonical,” is impossible without

a knowledge

of the

styles that inspire imitation or reaction. To take a course such as
“18th Century Women Writers”
without

some

knowledge

of the

other major works of the period
will only cheat the student, who
will be unable to distinguish that
whichis truly unique and noteworthy from that which is merely a
product of the conventions of the
era.
And

major

it is wrong

author

to eliminate

requirements.

As

important as a knowledge of styles
and periods are to an understand-

ing of the field, it is even more
important to understand the authors who influence all English
writers. Chaucer is the origin of
English literature, a figure in whom
entire genres of literature find their
genesis, and he remains a continual reprimand to those who

would separate serious writing
from accessibility and humor.
Shakespeare, aside from his role

a rigorous education. Such a program expects a great deal from its

students, requiring them to gain a
working knowledge of an enormous discipline. In fact, few would
believe it possible, were it not for
the fact that Georgetown managed

sors have made before them.

Unfortunately,

Clearly, however, this is not
what is occurring. A glance at the

assumption

current course listings demonstrates that professors have done
just the opposite. They have fallen
into the simplest traps — teaching
what they wish to teach, and not
what the students need to learn.
This is not necessarily a bad thing.
Thereis a place for professors who
aim to expound upon their viewpoints and communicate their own
views. Unfortunately, those places
are with graduate students, or in
research positions. A school such
as Georgetown, which is primarily

to do just that for a great many
years. It was that success that inspired many to attend Georgetown and to do the work the program
required, confident that the department would also do its share. This
is not always a fun task, for either
professors or students. But it was
one in which all agreed to participate because it produced persons
well qualified to draw their own

the appropriate place for such a
faculty member. Quite simply,
there should not be a member of
the department who is uninterested
in the often frustrating challenge

conclusions regarding literature.

of educating undergraduates.

This is why I find it especially
ironic

that the current professors

have chosen to eliminate the requirements in the name of choice.
It is ironic because the attitude it
reflects is primarily a reaction to
the traditional process that I espouse. While many faculty
members have embraced an attitude of
antinomian radicalism, it is a deci-

sion that they have made in response to an education that espoused them to every conceivable
intellectual framework, be it clas-

sic or progressive. To deny students the same range of options
because of their own ideologies is

to eliminate the very choice they
claim

to profess.

Intelligent

stu-

dents should be allowed the same
rational decision that their profes-

an undergraduate

facility,

be...

ex-

is not

Assistant mode of justice, where the
enforcers come down hard at first, to

‘instill fear and to Keep the students in’
line for the whole year. Unfortunately,
the assumption of diabolical intentions
produces resentment in students and
creates the antagonism and apathy students display toward their neighborhoods.
The residents’ letter to me argued
that I, a person they presumably have

never met, “have not done any homework

about

what

the residents

neighborhood and should be sanctioned

for their behavior. I, as one of the
countless “apathetic” students described in the letter, have done everything in my power to limit such behavior when I encounter it.
In addition, the residents assumed
from my quote that I felt that they were
sufficiently involved in dealing with
students. Residents’ involvement in
the community is clearly passionate

London.

on,

have

had to put up with.” I am well aware of
the inappropriate behavior that many
of my fellow students have perpetrated.
These students have no respect for the

T. Jeremiah Healey (CAS ’95),

st

of dia-

cycle emerges. Based on past experiences, residents make assumptions
about the manner in which new crops
of students will behave. They harass,
intimidate and threaten students from
the beginning of the year — before
anyone has thrown any parties or stolen any street signs. This approach
seems to be the ever-popular Resident

an English and theology major,
now studies at the University of

( That was the que

the

I would argue, though. that a vicious

But in the end it is the students
who must take responsibility for
their own education. Whatever the
decision taken by the department,
whatever the position of their professors may be, it is the duty of the
students to help themselves. And
so I urge all to ignore the temptation of fascinating courses for
which they are not yet ready. For
those who feel the need to demonstrate their independence and
power of choice, I have a radical
suggestion: buy a book you like,
and read it yourself correctly.
You’ll never have another chance.

To be, or
to

life

bolical intentions
produces resentment
in Students.

and time-consuming
not

make

—

I have never

doubted this. My point was that offcampus orientation sessions should be
a dialogue, rather than a presumptive

“first warning.” At my meeting in September, antagonism had already developed; students and residents had
each developed negative stereotypes,

as the most dominant figure in the

history of English drama, is one of
the twin pillars of the English language (along with the King James

and another year of complaints, misunderstandings and bitterness had be-

Bible), the one author without
whom it is impossible to understand the tongue as it is spoken and
written. And Milton is a (perhaps
the) watershed poet, signalling
both the end of the epic tradition
and the (re)introduction of blank
verse. There is not a writer of En-

weeks here.
Despite these

daunting

problems,

my impression was that if we rectified
the problems, the bitterness would disappear. The residents who wrote to me
spoke of “raw trash, untrimmed and
unmowed lawns, unshoveled snow at
most student houses,” and other problems. Our yard has always been shov-

eled, mowed and kept respectable.
Sure, the house could use a new coat of
paint, but the $500 we have put into
the upkeep and improvement of the
house did not afford such a luxury.
A great number

of other students’

homes also meet the guidelines of upkeep that the residents had spelled out.
Beyond these general upkeep concerns,
we made two 45-minute trips to purchase a supercan (special garbage can
from the city), planted seed in the front
lawn and removed the bulk garbage of

previous residents from our driveway.
To a certain extent, this alleviated our
problems. I owe many thanks to the
neighbors who helped us to remove
the effects of a tree that had fallen in
our front yard, the victim of lightning.

I believe our positive actions helped to
remove previously implanted stereotypes.
not

Unfortunately, such goodwill did
extend to all of our neighbors.

Parties are another problem that plague
residents, both permanent and student.

Most residents do not seem to realize
that not all Georgetown

students

go

out every weekend — some are looking for peace and quiet, just like them.
Students having parties and attending

parties need to have more respect concerning

noise

levels,

but

permanent

residents must consider their role in
the dynamic.
There is no question that residents
are awakened
by: student parties, but

.on occasion it seems that permanent
residents wait up, expecting problems
to arise. For the record, my house has

Parties need to have
more respect concerning noise levels, but
permanent residents
mustconsider
their role
in the dynamic.
not hosted a “keg” party this year, not
due to a lack of desire but out of deference to our neighbors. Despite this, we
have been called into the Office of OffCampus Affairs twice for alleged parties. Both situations were resolved
justly. We have also had a visit from
the

police,

who

arrived

to

find

us

watching a movie.
My critique of residents’ involve- ment remains the same as it stood in
my

one-line

types

need

negative

stereo-

to be eradicated.

quote:

In re-

counting to me the history of student
abuses in the area, the residents who
wrote to me automatically lumped me

into this group of offenders, a group to
which I do not belong. This attitude
was the ultimate proof of the negative
stereotypes that persist, and is the cause

of the apathy that residents cite.
It remains my hope that residents
will begin to judge students as individuals and not as a roving band of

gun. Perhaps the sessions could provide an opportunity for students and

misanthropes. They will find that such

residents to vent

en-

respect engenders mutual respect, and

emy: deadbeat landlords.
Before Imoved into my current home
in June of 1995. I had already learned
that we had broken a rule, as one of my
housemates received arebuke for moving-in after 9 p.m. We were berated by

I guarantee the problems in the Burleith

about

a common

and

Georgetown

areas

will decrease

dramatically.
Peter

Saharko

is a junior

in the

College of Arts and Sciences.

(or

comprehensive background.
It is likewise wrong to eliminate

Unfortunately,

glish literature who escapes the
influence of these figures. Nor
should one try to do so.
Instead, it should be the goal of
the English Department to provide

iat

major here at Georgetown. Yet the

period requirements, as though one
can understand literature without
a proper historical grounding. Literature is as much a process of
historical conversation as it is an
examination of individual texts.

AA

GREAT DEAL HAS BEEN
made in recent months of
the proposed changes to
the requirements of the English

students

tremely difficult for residents.

Fear Not Encroaching Liberalism, Instead, Fear for Academic Integrity
A

unless they’re involved as well.”

complaints about trash that was not
ours, repairs that were beyond our
scope, and general upkeep that would
be impossible to complete in our first

Campus Opinion:

What are you doing to celebrate
the “Year of the Library”?

Compiled

by

Geoff Gougion

and Ned Segal

The library?
JonJon Chang, CAS 98
Devin Chen, CAS

Not study.

Opening Pierce 24 hours.

’96

:

Lindsay Mitchell, FLL "99

Jen Brass, SFS *99
99

C

Allison Tepley, CAS

Attend the National Library Association
Convention in Roanoke, Va.
Christina Bruner, CAS

"98

Kegger in Pierce!
Garth Svenson, CAS ’96

This butt’s for you, Joseph Lauinger!
Erin Doyle, FLL *99
Julie Johnson, NUR

’99
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Japanese Custom Blooms in Parade
Dorian G. Stone
Special to The HOYA

A 700 1b. mikoshi, a Shinto shrine,
made its way down a 10 block stretch of
Constitution Avenue last Saturday on
the shoulders of students from Georgetown University and other area colleges.
The occasion: the Washington, D.C.
Cherry Blossom Parade. This is the first
year in recent memory that the mikoshi
was carried by students, including 40
from Georgetown.

Each year, the National Cherry Blossom Committee organizes a parade to
celebrate the flow-

mikoshi in a zig-zag fashion, from one
side of the parade to the other. Shouting
spiritedly, they occasionally would stop
anddirect the carriers to spin the mikoshi.
The carrying of the mikoshi, an integral

part of the parade, was absent from last
year’s Cherry Blossom Parade and would
have suffered the same fate this year if not
for the efforts of Yamashita and Wakana
Tanaka (SES ’97), former president of the
Japan Club at Georgetown.

In past years, Japan Air Lines sponsored and organized the event, and its
employees, along with the help of mem-

bers of the Japan-America Society of

ering of 100 sakura
or cherry blossom

trees, a gift from the
mayor of Tokyo to
Washington, D.C,
as

a

gesture

D.C. approached her about being in
charge of it. The society is a nonprofit
organization whose stated purposeis “[to
promote] understanding between the
people of Japan and the U.S.” In conjunction with the Japanese Embassy
Wives, the society sponsored the Sakura
Matsuri or Cherry Blossom Festival.
While the society has not been closely
associated with the parade in the past,
after Japan Air Lines withdrew its support, the society became the formal custodian of the shrine itself.
According to associate director of the

society, Robin Heginbotham, the mikoshi
has a unique history. About 10
years ago, an employee of the
Japanese Embassy designed
the mikoshi

of

and

friendship in 1912.
This day is specilfically planned forthe

commissioned a
Japanese carpen-

end of the bloom,
when the cherry

U.S. to make it.
The mikoshi was
hand-carved entirely
out of wood.
The embassy
employee gave it
to the Japanese

ter living in the

blossom petals begin

to scatter

and

credte a pink blizzard.
“I think it’s a
great tradition that
the gift of cherry
blossoms are cel-

and D.C. communities as a gift.
Since then, the

ebrated each year,”
said Kim VanEe

mikoshi hasbeen
used often by Japan AirLinesand
in various other

(FLL 98), one of the

carriers
of the
mikoshi. “It’s an
experience I never
had before and one
that I hope to do again.”
The mikoshi included a shrine connected to four supporting beams and
requires at least 25 carriers at a time.
Every one of the nearly 100 students
present had a chance to carry the mikoshi,

exchanging places with the tired carriers
at specified intervals.
“Seiya! Seiya!,” shouted the mikoshi
carriers, as they raised and lowered the
mikoshi with each chant. In traditional
festivals throughout Japan, the carriers

Pa

events,

Courtesy of Rion Ochiai

such

as

Asian-American

Heritage

week.

Washington, D.C. would carry the shrine
itself. The company withdrew its support

Japanese and U.S. corporate executives
once carried the mikoshi to symbolize

last year because of budget problems.

their “burden-sharing” after a meeting

The Japan Club helped organize the
event instead, which was not an easy
task, according to Tanaka. Participants

had to meet at 7 a.m. Saturday morning
in order to practice carrying the mikoshi.

on economic cooperation.
“Every time it comes in use I think it
leaves special memories for those who
carry it,” Heginbotham said.
According

to students, the mikoshi

“I think it was a great opportunity for

was heavier than it looked. “It was heavy
attimes butit was fun,” said Matt Tosiello

lation and vary by region) at the top of

people to get together,” Tanaka said.
“Instantly people felt joined together in
the spirit of the event, even though they
didn’t know each other before. A lot of
people told me they had fun and thanked

their lungs in order to energize each other

me for organizing the parade. That made

in their strenuous work.

it all very worthwhile.”

chant these words (which have no trans-

Makoto

Yamashita

Ehito Kimura

(SFS

’98), with

Tanaka began organizing the mikoshi

(SFS 96) and

event a month and a half ago when the
Japan-America Society of Washingto

(SES

help from Nick Kondo

'96), directed

the

i

AURA

RI

ey

Steven Slawinski

Steve's
Pet
Peeves
most three years ago, I have been

ICC is its windowless classrooms.
Whomever came up with this idea

generally

“college

obviously had never sat through an

experience.” OK, really happy. For
all of its ups and downs, my time on
the Hilltop has been well worth the

8:50 a.m. upper level history course.
Everyone sleepily sits in class, bathed

thousands of dollars my parents have

classroom,” I ask of ICC 120. “or is
it a prison cell?”

Since I arrived at Georgetown alhappy

with my

paid and the mind-numbing hours I
have spent at my computer at my job

with the Alumni House.
However, ifI were given a magic
wand there are definitely some things
that I would change at GU. I’m not
talking about things such as keeping

the computer labs open all night or
creating moonlight meals at Marriott

... after all, isn’t that what GUSA is
for?

No, I’m talking about the minutia.

There are millions of quirky things
on this campus that latch onto my
nerves and just won't let go. These
are things that even President
O’Donovan, or Dean Donahue prob-

ably couldn’t change. Yes, these are
Steve’s pet peeves!
First of all, there is the ICC,
Georgetown’s answer to the U.N.
Isn’tit odd? Imean, it looks so-out of

place between White Gravenor and
Copley. It almost looks like a futuristic spaceship built by Martians who
could only scrounge up red bricks
and solar panels. Or perhaps it was
meant to be some sort of intergalactic
stadium, with its slanted roofs and

massive height.
At any rate, Georgetown’s “bas-

tard building” wouldn’t annoy me
half as much

if it weren’t

for its

strange design flaws. Why is it that
its main stairwell was designed for
1.5 people? During class changes,
the tiny steps become a mini-demolition derby, with students swinging

bookbags and professors charging
through with their briefcases. I’d take
the elevators, but there’s an unwritten rule that none of them are ever
going in your direction. So much for
high-rise buildings ...
Another aggravating feature of the

in the harsh fluorescent light. “Is it a

Sometimes, even my fellow Hoyas
get on my nerves. Not to sound too
much like a whiner (although my
cousin says I'm the *90s version of
Alex P. Keaton), but sometimes

people do stupid things.
The library is a magnet for such
inane acts, and they just seem to be
getting worse. People who take the

elevator from the third floor to the
second are at the top of my hit list.
And unlike in ICC, they have no
excuse... the stairs are nice and wide.
Parties in the little lounge areas on
each floor have also gotten on my
nerves. [understand that some people

need to study with others for exams,
but places such as the fourth floor
have gotten out of control. People
laughing, in their pajamas, ordering
Szechuan take-out, etc., is NOT

(CAS ’98). “Walking around and having
pride in it overrode the heaviness.”
The mikoshi carriers ended the day at
the Sakura Matsuri in Freedom Plaza,
where there were a multitude of Japanese
cultural booths exhibiting every element
of Japanese

culture,

including

food,

Pride Fights Homophobia
By Joslyn Leve
HOYA Staff Writer

Homophobia

at Georgetown

is

generally not overt. It’s a whispered

other sexualities out there other than
heterosexuality. [Homophobia is] an
issue that affects everyone, regardless of their sexuality,” Conant said.
According to Carlos Cortez (CAS

to 50 members on its roster.
The number of homosexual students at Georgetown is inestimable,
according to Conant. Many students
are “closeted,” hiding

their homo-

“you know, he’s gay” behind your
back while you wait in a line at the
post office or a joke that just isn’t
funny. But mostly, it’s a feeling that
heterosexuality is compulsory on
campus, and that any other experience is invalid.

’97), secretary of GU Pride, the Geor-

sexuality from others and sometimes

getown community doesn’t encourage students to find themselves. “We
wonder why there are so many students who are depressed, the high
number of suicides,” Cortez said. “I
can’t tell you how many [homosexu-

themselves. However,

“All perspectives are assumed to
be straight,” said Rob Conant (CAS

als] are abroad this semester. It’s
funny how people have to get away

’97) president of Georgetown University Pride, a gay, lesbian and bisexual organization that is sponsoring Gay Awareness Week from April
15-19.
“Homophobia is sort of an accepted form of discrimination. It’s
un-politically correct to be racist or

from here.”
Support groups for the homosexual

According to Cortez, the club has
both homosexual and heterosexual
members, but he could not estimate
the numbers because the club aims to
keep students’ sexuality confidential.
The club keeps a separate member-

sexist. Discrimination against homo-

sexuals is generally accepted across
the board,” added April Ogata (GSB

community

have

had

an

tance. In 1983 the university won a

People of Georgetown University.
Four years later. the D.C. Court of

Appeals ruled that the university must

the

suit, the group had access to funding
and rooms. The Georgetown Univer-

homophobic atmosphere oncampus.
“The focus of the week is on education, to let people know there are a
lot of gay students. The more they

sity Student Association and Student
Activities Commission supported the
group. It was the upper-level administration that had been uncomfort-

can educate, the more comfortable
students will feel,” said Martha

able for religious reasons,” Swanson

to

light

Swanson, director of Student Organizations in the Office of Student
Programs.
The week's

events,

open

to all

students, include a speech on violence

against

lesbians

and

homo-

sexuals on Tuesday, cosponsored by
WEL;

the movie “Black

Is, Black

Ain’t” on Wednesday, cosponsored
by the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People; a
rally on Thursday in Red Square,
with a speech on the history of sexuality and performances by the
Gracenotes, Phantoms and Players;

and on Friday, a party starting at 8
p.m. in Nevils Community Room.
“It’s the whole theme of awareness. People need to realize there are

mosexual community contributes to
the disagreement over the degree to
whichhomophobia is present on campus. For some, there is no
homophobia problem.
“I don’t think there’s a problem at
all. I don’t think it’s very politicized
either way,” said Ryan Christie (SFS
*97).

allowed Georgetown to deny recog-

nition to the student organization Gay

with equal access to facilities and
services.
“Even during the years of the law-

bring

ship list of students who are closeted.
The secrecy surrounding the ho-

suit in the D.C. Superior Court that

Women's Empowerment League
(WEL).
Gay Awareness Week is an attempt to dispel myths about homoand

this would translate into 600 undergraduate students.

ongoing

provide homosexual student groups

sexuality

sexual. In the case of Georgetown,

struggle to gain university accep-

’97), a member of GU Pride and the

according to

statistics in the Kinsey Report, 10
percent of every population is homo-

Greg Noonan (SFS "98) added that,

“If there is [homophobia] it certainly
isn’t a virulent homophobia. That
may be because there isn’t a large
homosexual community. Itisa Catholic university

and

it’s understand-

able that there wouldn't be a lot of
enthusiasm on behalf of homosexual
behavior.”
Swanson said she did not think
Georgetown was more homophobic

said.
“The university has been 100 percent on board at all levels since the
decision was made,” she added.
The university’s support does not
make it any easier to run a homosexual organization on campus. “It’s
difficult to publicize. Every week,
without fail, fliers are torn down.
You can’t call people, or you have to
be very discreet about leaving messages,” Cortez said.
“I can’t say how many people

than

other

college

campuses,

but

added, “there is a lot of work to be
done.”
However, others said they see
widespread homophobia on campus.
“Homophobia is rampant on the
Georgetown campus,” said Sharon
Doetsch (SES ’97), member of GU
Pride and WEL.
“One thing that

feeds and stems from it is invisibility. This is one week of intensive
activity to raise awareness, aimed at
making people realize there are gay
people on campus and letting the
closeted gay people know there are
others.”

won't give us their numbers, who'll

only give us their names. The number of people in the club is underestimated by the university. To get funding. you have to turn in a roster, and

we can’t complete a membership
list,” Cortez added. The club has 40

origami, kimonos and performances of
taiko drums with
dancing.

Fourth Credit Students Put Knowledge to Work
By Janelle Weber
HOYA Staff Writer

Marissa Scourtos (FLL 98) and Carin

Bailey (CAS 99) have been spending
many afternoons this semester explaining the fine points of Renaissance art to
Duke Ellington High School students.
The students complement the school’s

curriculum by teaching art history in
tours at the National Gallery of Art. For
many Duke Ellington students, the tour
is the first time they have visited the
museum.
“When we got to Leonardo da Vinci,
all of a sudden, they got up so close,
about two inches away [from the painting]. The security guards were watching
us really closely,” Scourtos said.
Bailey, Scourtos and “Renaissance to

Modern

Art”

history

classmates

Giovanna Marciano (FLL *99) and Kelly
Cronin (CAS ’99) are four of the 98

students who are participating this semester in the fourth credit option program offered by the Volunteer and Public
Service Center. Students in the program
complete a minimum of 40 hours of
community service in conjunction with a
course and receive an additional credit.
According to Christopher Koliba, assistant director of the center, it is easy to
combine service with an academic curriculum due to Georgetown’s Jesuit tra-

dition.
“By drawing in experiences [that
people have] beyond Healy Gates, we
can only enrich our educational experiences,” Koliba said.
Participating students said the fourth
credit option has allowed them to meet

grounds in the district, people whom
they would not normally have met within
the framework of the university.
“I come from Alaska, a completely
different world, and when I walked in
[the Duke Ellington School], I felt con-

spicuously white,” Scourtos said.
“It was awkward because here we
were, four white girls from Georgetown,

and they were all African-Americankids.
But, by the end of the tour, it was like we
were all friends and they couldn’t wait
until the next tour,” Bailey added.

According to Koliba, there is also a
great diversity among

the classes stu-

dents select and the services they perform.
“[Washington, D.C.] provides any
number of different opportunities from
directservice
to the poor to public service
on Capitol Hill to activism in working
with non-profit organizations,” Koliba
said.
Raul Julius Talvik (SFS ’96), an Esto-

nian citizen, has developed the Estonian
embassy’s homepage on the internet during his internship there. Talvik’s work
will fulfill the fourth credit he needs in
order to receive a certificate in Justice
and Peace Studies.

Ellen Gstalder/The HOYA

Raul Julius Talvik (SES ’96) creates a homepage for the Estonian embassy.

Talvik said meeting Toomas H. Ilves,

Estonian ambassador to the U.S., was a
moving experience. Ilves was a dissident
exiled from Estonia during Soviet control of the Baltic states. He worked as a
journalist for Radio Free Europe in West
Berlin and was appointed ambassador
after Estonia achieved its independence.

“He's an example of [someone who
has witnessed] the change from the depth
of the Cold War era to post-perestroika of
Gorbachev. He's seen it all before I was

born,” Talvik said.

Talvik’s goal is to help the embassy
increase

communication

through

the

internet. “By using the internet we learn
more about each other,” he said.
Cathleen Durcan (NUR ’98), a health
advocate at Zacchaeus Medical Clinic in
NW, is connecting her internship with

cal and social services to low-income
members of the community, predominately African-Americans. She has taught
the patients in classes on domestic violence and the relation between sodium
and hypertension.

the course, “Designs of Nursing Sys-

“It’s been teaching me how to be a
good educator, to have a broad knowledge of the concepts I am teaching and to

tems.”
The clinic provides financial, medi-

be able to explain to people of different
See CREDIT, p. 7

studying. Sometimes, the library’s
atmosphere reminds me more of Rio

people of diverse cultures and social back-

de Janeiro during Carnival than
Georgetown during finals.
The on-campus laundry cards are

Males in Women’s Studies: A Rare Breed

another one of my pet peeves. Why is
itthatevery time I want to add money
to my card, the machines will only
accept $5 denominations? If I have

Brian Montopoli
HOYA Staff Writer

pop, buthaving to add somuch money

for one or two loads’is insane. I'd
rather hang my clothes out to dry and

spend the money ona Coke at Vittles.
I could go on and on about the
bothersome things that plague this

campus. But, I'll stop before I become what bothers me most — a
rambling college columnist.
Grin and Bare It appears every
Tuesday.

guide

“I tried to go into class with no expec-

for a broad and complex understanding
of female experience in a global context.” The question on many peoples’
minds, however, is if there is a place for
men in Women’s Studies. The program’s
advisory board and faculty consist al-

tations,” D’ Amico said. “Initially I was
a little uncomfortable in class, but even-

most entirely of women, and there are
only two male majors and one male mi-

tually I realized that gender wasn’t all
that important.”

nor in the program.
“I think [having men in women’s stud-

RobHoSang (CAS ’96), who has taken

ies]is very positive,” said Anne Sullivan,
associate dean of the College of Arts and

$1.45 left on my card, which always
happens, I have to go all the way to
the machines and pop in $5 for a
grand total of $6.45. Now who on
earth does over $6 of laundry? The
rates may be inflated at 75 cents a

1993, defines itself in a course

provided by the department as “striving

Greg D’ Amico (CAS ’96) had no idea

whathe was getting into when he entered
his first Introduction to Women’s Studies course.

numerous Women’s Studies classes,
agreed. “I never felt that it was an issue
being a guy in class. I didn’t feel awkward at all. They were all really good
classes which offered different perspectives than I am used to.”
The Women’s Studies Program, which
offered its first interdisciplinary major in

Sciences. “More men should consider
the major or minor.”
:
Although every women’s studies
course is open to all students, regardless
of gender, in most classes women greatly

outnumber men, with an average of one
or two male students per class. Follow-

ing this average, inthe 19 courses offered
there would be about 19 to 38 males
taking women’s studies classes in the
fall, a small fraction of the approximately

ent take on the subject. “I don’t think we
should have a separate Women’s Studies

3,000 undergraduate men on campus.

Program

Some students think there are barriers
to men entering classes that are traditionally associated with feminism.
“When people see men taking
Women’s Studies classes, they think ‘Oh

my God, they’re gay’ or ‘they’re just
trying to be cutesy,” which is not necessarily the case,” said Liz Whipple (CAS
’98), who is considering
Studies major.
“I think

a Women’s

[Introduction to Women’s

Studies] is a discriminatory course because it’s biased to a specific group of
people. Just as I wouldn’t take a class in
white studies or Hindu studies, I wouldn’t

take one

in women’s

studies,” said

Stephen Ellis (CAS 99).
Matteo Gallo (GSB 99) has a differ-

at all because

that

material

should already be integrated in the core
curriculum,” he said.
However, some women said there were
advantages to having an environment in

which exclusively members of the same
sex

can

discuss

issues,

regardless

of

whether it’s in a classroom setting.
“If we have divisions based on sex,
race and class, we have to confront them.

Itis appropriate for both men and women
to be present in a classroom setting, but

at times it is necessary for people to deal
with

issues

in an environment

where

they feel safe and comfortable,” said Sue
Thomas, Ph. D., who will be the Women’s
Studies program director next fall.
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learning levels,” Durcan said.
The experiences students have while
participating in the fourth credit option is
one reason why they get involved in the
program, according to some of the students.
“Service learning is a good way to

‘

b

connect with people who are interested
in the same things you are and ... to really
get out of Georgetown campus and realize how much is out there. The fourth
credit is just a cherry on the top,” Bailey
said.
According to Koliba, service learning, which has been alive at Georgetown
since 1979, is the trend of the future.

1

¢
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“Service learning is just kind of catch-

ing on,” said Meaghan Mundy, volunteer coordinator at Vanderbilt University. Institutions such as Brown,
Vanderbilt, the University of Pennsylvania and the University of Chicago do not
have a fourth credit option program. Of
the five universities contacted, only
American University had an equivalent

program. American is in its second year
of offering a service-learning program,

according to Tanya Caceres, administrative assistant for the Program for Student-Community Involvement.
Georgetown was one of the founding
members of Campus Compact, a coali-

tion of 500 universities that have made a
commitment to community service, according to Koliba.
“Georgetown is the most visible uni-

versity in the nation that offers [credit for
volunteer work]. We're really leading
the pack in that regard,” Koliba said.
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THE 1996 SENIOR CLASS GIFT COMMITTEE
Would Like To Thank The Following Seniors
For Contributing To The Senior Class Gift (as of 4/12):
Teresa L. Alcorn
Colleen Austin
Allison Beck
Lauren Berkley
Stephen Bewley
Francis

Dana

Bigelow,

Hayes Davol
Christine DeGennaro
Sasha DiScala
Isabelle C. Doura
Kristin M. Durbin
Bryan Eleazer
F. Matthew Embrescia
William M. Felmlee
Brendan Fitzpatrick
Christine Flynn
Kerry Flynn
Jeremy Ford
Kiley A. Foster
Kristi A. Fuerherm

II

Thomas L. Bindley
Stephen T. Borelli
Suzanna J. Boulos
Robert Bowne
Megan Breslin
Laura Selby Brooks
Adam R. Brownstein
Emily Kathleen Bruno
Nathaniel Carden
Philip J. Cardinale

Jessica

Emily Carton
Robert Carvalho
Philip E. Catelinet
Andrea Chang
Duke Chang
David Charles
Justine F. Cherry
Lindsay Clarke
Stephanie Cochinos
Jay Coleman, III
Elizabeth H. Confer
Bridget Creney
Sofia C. D'Almeida
Katherine M. Daniels
Jessica L. Davis
Sean A. Davis

James A. Medeiros, Jr.
Kara Miller

Jessica

Jessica Miranda
Julian B. Mohr, Jr.

Holcombe

Elizabeth Hood
James

R. Houlihan

Jedidah Hussey
Courtney L. Johnson
Courtney Johnson
Kathleen S. Kelly
Ryan Kluft
Holly Knowles
Kerryn E. Koch
Susan Lach
Cathleen Langan
Jonathan

Gage

Jennifer Brody

R. Larkin

Heather Lauer
Andrew A. Lauland
Robert S. Leland
Mark Lisanti
John Livengood
Thomas Longo
Rob Luther
Bryan Lytton
Casey Ann Magee
Edmond Malesky
Enrico Mariani
Daniel Marti
Mimo Masuda
Andrew McCreary
Holly McDermott
Megan F. McGratty”
Ashley E. McKinney

Emily Gajek
Richard Galentino
Kate Gallin

Shannon Carson

Matthew P. Heffernan
Lisa A. Hill

Gerstenfeld

Daniel Gilbert
Andrew M. Grabowski
Eleanora Grinblat
Anil Gupta

Carolina Gutnisky
Laurette Hagg
Brian Haile
Kimberly A. Hamlin
Heinrich M. Hanada
Elizabeth Hartnett
Patrick A. Harty
Jason Hayden
Sophie Hayward
Shannon R. Hearn

Joseph

McSpedon

Nakia Morgan
William S. Mut
Kerry Nangle
Glenn Nye
Jennifer Nyhan
Kristen O’Brien
Leah O'Donnell
Alanna K. O'Neill
Elizabeth M. O'Shea
Vivian Oh
Jenny Ostrow
Clara Pang
Despina Paraskevopoulos
Nicole

C. Peruyera

Gabriel Rabinovic:
Gary. Raksis
Alexis Richardson
Laetitia Rodriguez
Ariella S. Rosansky
Deb Rubin
William Ryan
Stephanie Samandar
Samantha H. Sawin
Hillary N. Seegul
Ned Segal
Gregory A. Seidel
Matthew P. Shields
Dana Simeone
Juan Skirrow

SENIORS: Our campaign ends May 5th. Please stop by the Ahimni House to contribute
of financial aid. Gifts of any size will help us reach our goal of 50% participation, and
the up to $10,000 in challenge dollars from an anonymous alum. T-shirts are still
Alumni House for those seniors who give $19.96 or more. Thanks for your

Nicole-Marie Slayton
Denika N. Smith
Kyle A. Smith
Christopher D. Smith
Sylvia Solarewicz
Catherine (Tatty) Sorge
Mary Beth Steele
Liz Stinson
Alison J. Stolkin

Ellyson R. Stout
Ellen Stradar
Charlotte Strauss
Maria Carmen Subramanian
Tiffany Swan
Stephanie Tan
Traci Lynn Thompson
Matthew Tierney
Sonia Tze
Maureen K. Uyguanco
Mark Vlasic
Katrina M. Walden
Andrew F. Wallace
Gordon Walsh
Sarah K. Walters
Dan Ward
Candice D. Weaver
David Wiener
David L. Wochner
Natalie P. Wolf
Christine L. Woods
Bryan Woodward
Arnie Wulkan

|

Jeffrey Young

Final Info Session:
Tuesday, April 16
7:30 p.m. ICC 103

to the 1996 class gift
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childbearing status. FREE asthma medical supervision and up to $750.00 offered for
participation. If interested & feel you meet the above criteria, please call (202) 686-5058.
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Allan M. Weinstein, M.D., P.C.
Richard J. Summers, M.D.
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whenever you want to
go. Manhattan’s waiting
nd

folks, you can sleep on the
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do when you're driving.

A Delta Shuttle
You'll love the way we fly’
CONTACT DELORES WALSTON...(202)526-4474
Passenger Facility Charges of up to $24, depending on fare type, are not included. Reservations must be
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SPORTS
Women Set To
Sports Feature

Face St. John’s

Queen of the Mile

TENNIS,

Staheli Captures Unexpected Mile Title
By Kate James
HOYA Staff Writer

L

ike life, sports can be
a funny thing sometimes. It is often when it
all seems to be going
downhill that things take
a turnfor the better. Next
thing you know, you are
the NCAA Indoor [-Mile
Champion.

Atleast that’s how it played out
for Georgetown senior track and
field standout Joline Staeheli.
Staeheli originally had not
planned on running in the mile
competition at the NCAA Indoor
Championships held this past
March. It was an event she had
never run at the NCAA's before
and she certainly never considered it to be her strongest event.
However, after she failed to
qualify for the 5,000-meter at the
NCAA's, she turned to the mile
competition for her next challenge.
It’s fortunate for her and
Georgetown that she did.
In a classic story of the underdog, she went on to win the event
with a time of 4:36.9, overtaking
the defending national champion,
Arkansas’ Matrine Pilksog, in the
final 500-meters. In doing so. she
became Georgetown’s first NCAA
Indoor Women’s Champion since
Christine Mullen won the 600 and
1,000-meter events in 1980.
“I thought that I could win, but
I certainly didn’t feel like I had to
win,” Staeheli said. “It was more
of a fun thing.”
Women’s Head Coach Ron

Helmer said Staeheli deserves
credit both for having the patience
to develop her speed and for stepping up and winning the championship when presented with the
opportunity, something many talented runners can’t do.
“It’s something that she certainly has worked for for a long
time, putting all the pieces in
place.” he said.
Modest about her accomplishment, Staeheli has never considered herself to be a very talented
runner. but ahard worker. “I never
really set out to be anational champion, but I never thought that it
couldn't happen either,” she said.
“When Coach Helmer recruited
me, I don’t think he said. ‘Yeah,
this person's going to be a national mile champion.” I'm sure
that never, never ran through his
head.”
Like Staeheli, Helmer said her
win was “unexpected.”
“While she had little bits of success here and there, there was certainly nothing that happened over
the first two or three years of her
career here that would have indicated that she would be a national
champion one day,” he said.
Until this year, Staeheli never
had a standout indoor season. She
described herself as only running
two “pretty good” meets and she
prefers the outdoors. There,
Staeheli provisionally qualified for
the NCAA Outdoor Championships in May with a win in the
1,500-meter two weeks ago at the
University of North Carolina.
However, she says herrecent success has not led her to put more
pressure on herself.
At Bellarmine Prep in Tacoma,
Wash., she ran on the track team,
but never took running seriously

from p. 12

earher in the season. This victory exacted
revenge for Georgetown’s upset of Providence in lastyear’s Big East tournament.
Meanwhile, the women’s squad shut
out Pittsburgh 7-0 to improve its mark to
9-12. Sophomores Laura Schoellkopf and
Kim Spotswood paced Georgetown’s
attack with individual wins after teaming up for a victory at No. 1 doubles.
Bausch was extremely pleased with
the performance. “Beating Pittsburgh was
good. Everyone played well and that is
indicative of the team finding itself at
this time and making sure that communication is working,” Bausch said.

The squad finished its regular season
yesterday against No. 9 George Washington, where they lost three doubles
matches. The other matches were can-

celled due to inclement weather. Bausch
said the match was excellent preparation
for the Big East Tournament. “It is another way to check to see how well we are

prepared for the tournament,” Bausch
said.
Georgetown was given the ninth seed

and is scheduled to play No. 8 ranked St.
John’s Thursday at 9 a.m. The Hoyas’
regular season contest with the Red Storm

was cancelled due to inclement weather.
A victory in the first round would set up
amatch against top-seeded Notre Dame,
ranked sixth in the country. Last year,

Georgetown finished fifth in the tournament.

Courtesy of Sports Information

Joline Staeheli became the first female Hoya to capture an NCAA indoor championship since Christine Mullen.
until Georgetown. Previously, she
divided her time between soccer
and track, but chose track because
her high school soccer coach told
her she would have to gain 20
pounds to be more competitive, a
difficult goal for the slight Staeheli.
However, she is adamant that
her life does not revolve around
track. “Ireally enjoy running, but
atthe same time, if Icouldn’tdo it

anymore I would find something
else to do.”
Staeheli is one of four captains
of the women’s track team, along
with graduate student Caryn
Landau, senior Fran Lord and junior Miesha Marzell. Although
there has been a long drought of
NCAA champions since Mullen’s
titles 16 years ago, Staeheli anticipates the Georgetown women

winning more championships in
the near future. She has seen the
team evolve since Helmer took
over the program.
“I don’t feel like I'm particularly a standout on our team,” she
said. “I wouldn’t have been at all
surprised if in the next outdoors
and in the next couple of years we
have many, many more national
champions.”

an you tell which c

doesn’t
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2 054080212

On May 31 be sure your checks fit!
To be on-line with the Federal Reserve and use its services, the

Credit Union was required to change its routing number, a series of digits
which identify to whom an item is electronically sent.
The numbers 054080212 should appear in the bottom left hand corner of your checks.
If they do not, then after May 31, 1996 the checks will be returned unpaid. If you use
automatic debits and/or ACH debits, they should be updated to the new routing number.
\

Any checks ordered through the Credit Union
after August 11, 1995 have the CORRECT routing number.
ORDER YOUR NEW CHECKS TODAY!
Georgetown University Alumni and Student Federal Credit Union

Tel: (202) 687-3898

Hours of Operation: M-S 11:30 a.m. - 5:30 a.m.
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earlier in the year. We don’t want to
get to preoccupied with it,” Urick
said.
f
The Hoyas were down 8-6 at the
start of the third quarter. Urick changed
his strategy, pulling starting goalie
sophomore Eli Wooten before the beginning of the second half.
Hofstra and Georgetown traded
goals, setting the score at 9-7. Martin

then came up with his third goal of

Alexander then gave the Flying
Dutchmen the lead again at 10-9.
With4 minutes left, the Hoyas pulled
even at 10. Hofstra retaliated three
minutes later to pull ahead, but
Baughman

closed

out

the

the

lead,

14-13.

Baughman

then

struck for his second goal and Greg
McCavera also scored to put the
Hoyas up with less than three minutes to play.
Once again, Hofstra came back as
Mark Szyluk scored to tie the contest
at 15. It would be up to the overtime
period for the Hoyas to win the game.

third

quarter’s scoring with his first goal
of the day.
The Hoyas had the same problems
Saturday as they’ve had all season:
too much offense and too little defense. Wooten and Hole combined to
stop 17 shots while allowing 15 to go

“They came back every time we

got down. It was a great college lacrosse game,” Urick said.

The Hoyas next face Hobart in

through.

their last home game

But the Hoyas offense prevailed

of the season

can turn away that many shots game after

game, it gives you a lot of confidence,
especially this year when we're starting
three freshmen on defense.”
The Hoyas exploded out of the gate
against the Wildcats, scoring the first
three goals to build a lead they would
never relinquish. Junior Kim Longstreth

again. Martin netted a goal, putting

the Hoyas up by one and sophomore
Steve Iorio scored a minute later to
put the Hoyas up by two. But in a

Georgetown 12-9in Geneva, NY and
prevented it from going to its first

NCAA tournament berth.

Ellen Gstalder/ The HOYA

- Andrew Mariniello slugged a double and a triple against Catholic Sunday.

opened

Georgetown Improves to 12-22
BASEBALL,

The wins improved the Hoyas’ record
to 12-22. Georgetown will play at Maryland Eastern Shore at 3 p.m. Tuesday, a

from p. 12

man John Roche pitched four innings
and struck out four to earn his first win.
He wasrelieved by sophomore Rich Elzy

scoring,

and

then

senior

lead to 3-0 with her goal at the 21:30

mark.
Although

makeup of a game rained out April 9.
Senior Brian O'Hare (6-1) is slated to

who struck out two. Sophomore Jason
Urban pitched the final inning for the
Hoyas.

the

Chrissy Flynn recorded the first of her
five goals on the afternoon, converting a
pass from junior Stacy Duca. Sophomore
Lauren Hilsky extended the Georgetown
the Wildcats

eventually

broke into the scoring column, the Hoyas

continued to dominate play throughout

pitch. The Hoyas will then travel to Big
East rival Villanova Wednesday and to
Princeton Thursday.

the

afternoon.

Flynn,

Longstreth

and

Hilsky all found the back of the net for a
second time, the last goal coming with

23 seconds remaining in the half, and
Georgetowntook acommanding 7-2 lead
into the break.
After halftime, Villanova closed the
game to 7-3, but Longstreth tallied her
third goal of the afternoon at the 20:21

added pressure in that we're one of these
teams that everyone wants to beat. But
this a team that enjoys the limelight, and

mark to extend the lead back to five. The

they feel that they deserve whatever credit
they receive.”
The team travels to Towson State
Wednesday
for
a.
7
p.m.

teams

game.Georgetown concludes its season

scores

again

before

Georgetown effectively put the game
away with a four-goal barrage. Hilsky
and Duca each scored during the run,
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by playing five of its final six games at
home.

while Flynn contributed her fourth and
fifth goals of the game.
The Hoyas dictated the tempo and
style of play throughout the contest, racking up 38 ground balls to the Wildcats’
21.

Georgetown

overwhelmed

the

Villanova netminder, scoring on nearly
50 percent (13 of 27) of its shots-on-goal.
Flynn led the charge, converting on all
five of her shots.
According to Simons, “[being a nationally ranked team] is definitely an

Find a job on the Web
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To Reduce The Coefficient of Drag to .31
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led the Statesmen to 10 straight Divi-

sion IIT titles. Last year Hobart beat

game marked by five lead changes
and 10 ties, it didn’t take long for

traded

>

Saturday at 2 p.m. Urick was head
coach at Hobart from 1980-1989 and

Flynn, Longstreth Propel GU Offense
WOMEN’S LAX, from p. 12
said. “When you have a goalkeeper who
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0
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sisted goal to tie the game at nine.

Naz)
pW

Hofstra to come back.
Jarred Testa, Chris Panos and
Hannigan all scored to give Hofstra

—

of [polls and the tournament]. We
were too wrapped up in the polls

the game and sophomore midfielder
Mark DiGiovanni scored an unas-

2 IN

MEN’S LAX, from p. 12
Urick said. “He did with conviction
something that not everyone would
do. He was willing to take a big
shot.”
The game was important for the
Hoyas as it keeps its NCAA tournament hopes alive, although Urick
says that is not the focus of the team
right now.
“We're not even thinking in terms

WSs,

)

Late GU Rally Upends Hofstra
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Contests!

Prizes!

Toyota's Affordable Sporty Fun Car.

SEE YOUR TOYOTA DEALER TODAY.

@ TOYOTA
I Love What You Do

For Me

Classifieds
EMPLOYMENT
TEACH IN KOREA :Ko-Am Academy seeking interested applicantsto teach conversational
English in Korea. Min req: B.A./B.S. & 1 yr.
committment.
$1700/mo, airfare/housing/medi-

cal provided. Great oppty. for travel and exper.
Forapp/info, fax resume (703) 790-9222 or call
(703) 356-6663.
STUDENT WITH UNDERSTANDING OF
FINANCIAL MARKETSand Microsoft Access to select and enter data into database. $10

per hour. Call Mark. (202) 383-6186.
EARN

UP TO $10,000 THIS SUMMER.

Manage a profitable local advertising/publishing business. Call or fax resume to (201) 6646231 (attn: David Contract).
!

Flexible hours day/night. Near Metro. (703) 5199556.
OFFICE MANAGER — CVC is a young and
growing company in Silver Spring, MD looking

foran organized team player with computer skills
(word processing and spread sheets) and excellent
phone etiquette. We will train. $8.50/hr: part time
until May, Full time in Summer. Please Call (301)
588-7483.
MOUNTAIN BIKES Sell Mountain Bikes at
wholesale prices on campus. Great opportunity
to
eam money and free bike. Doyouthink youhave
the right qualifications?? Sell me, and the job is
yours! E-Mail to : wloughran@aol.com or Fax

(703) 938-3272.

10 p.m.

assistant to Georgetown businessman, grad or
undergrad student, prefer high GPA and some
bookkeeping experience. 30 hours/week. Fax
resume to (202) 342-9377, or call (202) 333-

4846.
FAMILY

SEEKS

CHILDCARE

PRO-

VIDER — Enjoy charm of Old Town Alexan-

necessary with flexible hours. Call Brian (202)

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT -Fish-

333-8113.

ing Industry.

Poyntell@ ix.netcom.com www.castlepoint.com/
poyntelle.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Eam up to
$2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or LandTour companies. World travel. Seasonal & fulltime employmentavailable. Noexperience neces-

TEACH ENGLISH IN EASTERN EUROPE
- Conversational
Prague, Budapest.
tificate or European
sive Room & Board

English teachers needed in
or Krakow. No teaching cerlanguages required. Inexpen+ other benefits. Forinfo call:

(206) 971-3680 ext. K53012.

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT—Eam

EARN $3000 - $6000 & GAIN VALUABLE

upto$25-$45/hourteaching basicconversational
English in Japan, Taiwan or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required. For

BUSINESS EXPERIENCE:selling yellow page

$10,000 THIS

SUMMER.

per

Female. No experience necessary! (206) 971-

Manage a profitable local advertising/publishing
business. Call orr fax resume to (201) 664-6231
(attn. David Contract).

UP TO

up to $3,000-$6,000+

month. Room & Board! Transportation! Male/

GU STUDENTS Time to Eam Money. 30-year
old Chemical Co. I need students whoare willing&
able to work at least 12 hrs/wk. Shifts available 91. 1-5,4-8.510/hr Salary and Bonuses. Musthave
Clear Speaking Voice. Call Clarence 342-0400.

EARN

Eam

G’TOWN/BURLEITH: Awesomehouse close

COUNSELORS forco-edN.E.PA, overnt Jewish Federation camp—3 hrs from NYC-general,
sports, H20 & Arts. (800) 973-3866/

$ CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! Students Needed!

references required. Call (703) 841-4775 before

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Personal

lishing: (610) 940-1515 ext 230.

$$8+Free Travel (Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii!)
Seasonal/Permanent, No Exper. Necessary. Gde.
(919) 929-4398 ext. C1111.

MOM

FOR RENT

SUME BOOSTER. Call College Directory Pub-

in Arlington ISO

GRAD. STUDENT

advertising/sales/PublicRelationsGREAT
RE-

NOW HIRING! Raquet & Jog Sporting Goods.
Located on M Street, Georgetown. No experience

undergrad to babysit 8-month old fora few hours
3 days a week. Schedule flexible. Experience and

BABYSITTER NEEDED: Energetic, Experienced Babysitterneeded in my Kensington home
2 days per week for Beautiful 12 month old girl.
Must have transportation, references. Call (301)

1 942-6927.

info. call: (206) 971-3570 ext. J53014.

advertising in your University's Official Campus
TelephoneDirectory this SUMMER. Excellent

tocampus. 3b/r, 2ba, A/C, fullbsmt, parking, W/

WANTED

3510 ext. A53012.

sary. For more information call (206) 971-3550

ext. C53013.
TRAVEL
EUROPE $169 OWMEXICO/CARIBBEAN
$18 RT& domestic destinations cheap! IF YOU
CAN BEAT THESE PRICES START YOUR
OWN DAMN AIRLINE. AirTech, Ltd. (212)
219-7000. Info at aerotech.com http://campus.net/
aerotech.
FOR SALE
COMPUTER: IBM PS/1 color system plus HP
DeskJet printer including all softwares. $500 or
best offer. Jim (202) 342-7161.
FOR SALE: 1990 VW Corrado, blck, sunrf.,
new tires, new rims, 16,000 miles, cell. phone w/

microphn.,
perfect condition. $13,500. Call (202)
686-4254.

Links to free software

D, D/W. Groups welcome. Rent 2,590. (301)
552-2761.

VOLUNTEER IN AFRICA OR LATIN
AMERICA:
One yearposts in health, environ-

http://www.att.com/college

ment, refugees, democratization, human rights,

etc. Call (202) 625-7403.
LADIES - SMALL, MEDIUM to help gradu-

ate ART photo project. Negatives/pictures retumed. Noexperience. Compensated $. Natural
imagery - Business/Dressand underattire, sport
ordance and under attire, nitecluband lingerie,
and undressed. 18 yrs/older. Call (703) 612-

2959.

THE GATHERING http://www.takeme.com
— Scholarships, academic & career resources,
internships, sports, news, entertainment,
travel,
music, debates and 1,000’s of links.

Hoya Ads:
687-3947

2

dria while caring foradorable well-behaved 2 yr.
old boy & 8 mo. old sister in beautiful home.

Your True Choice

© 1996 AT&T
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Men's Lacrosse

Women's Lacrosse

Hoyas Ground

Flynn Pushes Hoyas
Past Tame Wildcats

Flying Dutchmen
By John Keenan
HOYA Staff Writer

For any young team trying to handle the pressures that come
with a 7-2 record and a No.

The men’s lacrosse team got into another shoot-out Saturday.
It wasn’t pretty, but it got the job done.
Freshmen midfielder Scott Baughman scored 50 seconds into
sudden-death overtime, giving the No. 17 Hoyas a 16-15 win at

If that is the case, the future looks bright for the women’s lacrosse

team, which arguably played its best game of the year Saturday in
a 13-5 win over the Villanova Wildcats.

The Flying Dutchmen looked like they had Georgetown beat,
as the Hoyas played the last pe-

[J

“I think we played very well,” Head Coach Kim Simons said in
her game

riod a man down because of a

Georgetown

slashing penalty called against
all-American Dan Martin in the
final moments of regulation.
Hofstra won the face-off and the Dutchmen’s Tony Alexander
shot a low bullet at Hoya goalie Brian Hole. Hole stopped the
shot and Georgetown took the ball the length of the field.
Baughman then came around the left side of the goal, got ahead
of midfielder Vince Hannigan and notched his third goal of the
day as his shot passed goalie Kevin Johnson.

Hofstra

Eo)

“[Baughman]

came up big for us,” Head Coach

Villanova

analysis. “I don’t think

gl;

the score even indicated how well
we played, and it was probably the
ES first time that our offense and defense played well together for the

entire 60 minutes.”

Once again, sophomore goaltender Chris Lindsey was the
anchor for a stingy Georgetown defense. The sophomore turned

away 17 Wildcat shots, and continues to provide a steadying
influence for the freshman-dominated defensive corps.

Dave

“Chris is the backbone of our defense, and of our team,” Simons

Ellen Gstalder/ The HOYA

See WOMEN’S

Lauren Hilsky (center) posted three goals as No. 13 Georgetown recorded a 13-5 victory ov er Villanova Saturday.

See MEN’S LAX, p. 11

13 national ranking, a mid-season

game on the road can provide the pertect indicator for what the
future may hold.

Hofstra.

Georgetown

¢

By Doug Adams
HOYA Staff Writer

LAX, p. 11

Baseball

Hoyas Sweep Cardinals
To Snap Losing Streak
“I thought

By Kate James

we swung

the bats very

well, and I thought we pitched very well.

HOYA Staff Writer

Maybe it was the spring air or maybe
it was the restless bats that had been
silenced in Thursday’s 2-0 shutout loss
against James Madison University.
Something
inspired the Georgetown

The mistakes we made were baserunning

and defensively,” Mason said.
Despite the wins, Georgetown’s defense continued to be problematic, as it
committed three errors in the first game

and four errors later in the second.
“We're very capable defensively, we
justhaven’tplayed very well defensively
in the last three games,” Mason said.
“Earlier this year we went on strings
where we made less than one error a
game.”
i

snapped its four-game losing streak with
a sweep of a home doubleheader against
cross-town rival Catholic University.
“This is a team that we should have
been able to beat, and obviously we did,

Mariniello, who had doubled earlier to

so that’s good for us,” said Head Coach

make it 7-3.

Kirk Mason.
Tied 2-2 in the fourth inning in the first
game of the day. the Hoyas blew the
game open, scoring four runs. That was
helped by Catholic starting pitcher Jason
Salvatore (4-2), who walked four Hoyas
batters in the inning. After walking senior Noah Gordon and freshman Ben
Becchetti, a single by sophomore Joseph
Marchese loaded the bases. Sophomore
Steven Buckley's ensuing single brought
home Gordon and Becchetti to make it 4-

Georgetown dominated the second
game. The Hoyas took a 1-0 lead on
Marchese’s second-inning single that

Salvatore’s pitching woes continued
that inning against the top of the Hoya
batting line-up. After a sacrifice fly by
junior Scott Fergerson scored Marchese,
senior Roger Harrington walked and
advanced to third on a wild pitch. Another walk and wild pitch allowed junior
Tom Farley to advance to second and
Harrington to score.
Meanwhile

Georgetown

starter, se-

nior Paul Flanagan, was having a much
easier time of it as he raised his season
record to 2-2 with 6 1/3 innings of threerun ball. He struck out three Cardinals
for the game while walking two. Although he allowed 10 hits, the Cardinals
scored only one earned run.

The Hoyas’ final run of the first game
was scored when Becchetti’s single
brought home freshman Andrew

scored Mariniello from third. Catholic’s

pitching woes continued in the third inning as Ben Crowley gave up consecutive walks to Harrington and Fergerson.

Both runners scored one batter later on a
single by junior Matt O’Brien and a
sacrifice fly by Farley. Crowley continued to struggle, loading the bases by
walking senior Brett Seidel and walking
home a run against sophomore Kevin
DeSanto, making it 3-1.
The Hoyas scored two more runs in the
fourth, thanks to RBIs from Harrington
and Fergerson. However, the inning included two bright spots for the Cardinals. Freshman Jeff Allen hit the game’s
only home run, and Catholic made a
double play.
The Hoyas extended their 5-3 lead in
the sixth as they scored fourruns. O’Brien

Graham Buck/ The HOYA

The team of (I-r) Brad Cragin, Chris Levenick, Lexi Chartouni, Vaughn Schermerhorn and Addie Pampalone (coxswain) won the Men’s Four race.

Crew

GU Wins Hood Point Trophy at GW Crew Classic
By Brian Finch

team.
“The team trophy is reflective of the

HOYA Staff Writer

overall strength of the team,” said Men’s

The waters of the Potomac River came
alive with action Saturday, playing host
to The George Washington University

Heavyweight Coach Tony Johnson. “We
care more about the individual performances but it is good to win the team

Hodges, Cathy Bellatronto and Kierney
Posner sqeezed out victory just 1.16 seconds ahead of the Cavaliers with a time
of 7:27.50.
“They had a very difficult race. It was
a hard race the whole time and for them

Invitational

trophy.”

to win it is very pleasing,” Johnson said.

Crew

Classic.

Against

a

tough lineup of competition, including
powerhouse Navy and a strong women’s
squad from Virginia, the Hoyas found
strength in numbers. Georgetown scored
a pair of first-place finishes, two seconds

and four third-place finishes to cap a day
on which every Georgetown boat made
the finals.
However, it was the sum of

had two RBI's on a single. Seidel’s sac-

Georgetown’s parts that gained the ac-

rifice bunt advanced O’Brien into scoring position and Mariniello’s triple
brought him and Farley home.
TheHoyas’ young pitching staff gained
valuable experience on the day. FreshSce BASEBALL, p. 11

clamation, as it claimed the Gilbert H.
Hood, Jr., Point Trophy for winning the
overall point title. The Hoyas’ 61 team
points beat out the 52 points of host

Georgetown’s two victories came in

the Men’s Four and Women’s Second
Novice Eight races. The men’s four,
composed of sophomore Brad Cragin,
junior

Chris

Chartouni,
Schermerhorn

Levenick,

sophomore
and

senior

Lexi

Vaughn

sophomore

cox-

swain Addie Pampalone, clocked in at
7:02.68 against second-place Navy's
time of 7:07.32.
The women’s second novice eight team

George Washington and the 50 points of

faced stiffer competition in what turned
into a two-team race with Virginia. The
crew of sophomore Nicole Horton and
freshmen Jen Pulling, Beth Meyers, Tara

Navy, which competed only its men’s

Malone,

Jean

Liu,

Nikki

Wright,

Liz

The men’s heavyweight crew had the

second with a time of 6:15. Temple took
third,

nearly

five

seconds

behind

the

Hoyas.
“Navy represented a very great challenge to us. They were second in the
country at the end of last season,” said

Johnson. “It was a good performance for
us though.”

racing

The women’s novice eight team turned

against a Navy shell that is one of the
favorites for the national championship,
in addition to one of Georgetown’s chief
rivals, Temple. As expected, the Midshipmen won the men’s varsity eight
race, completing the 2,000-meter course
in 6:09.02, almost six seconds ahead of
the Hoyas.
Georgetown’s squad, made up of seniors Matt McMahon. Sean Hipp and

in Georgetown’s other second-place finish of the day, while the women’s varsity
eight, men’s second varsity eight, men’s
novice eight and men’s second novice

toughest

Sean

challenge

Dolan,

along

of the day,

with

junior

Mike

Altman and sophomores Mike Kelley,
Jim Oehmke, Tom Murphy, Phil Tate
and junior coxswain Andy Jost finished

eight

teams

all finished

third

in their

races. The women’s varsity crew’s thirdplace finish was disappointing, as it finished 11 seconds behind Virginia and
less than three seconds behind George
Washington.
“We train all year long against George

Washington. It was disappointing to lose
to them but it tells [Georgetown]

what

they need to do,” Johnson said.

Tennis

Men Top Howard, W.Va.
By Chris Ruisi
HOYA Staff Writer

The'men’s and women's tennis teams
celebrated the final weekend of the regu-

lar season with road wins over conference opponents Saturday.
The men earned district bragging rights

with a 6-1 victory over Howard on Friday. Georgetown dominated all aspects
of the contest, sweeping the doubles competition and then winning five of the six
singles matches. Sophomores Jeff Breay
and Justin Berman had tine outings, each
cruising to victory in singles and doubles.
In other action, Gregg Rosen won his
first singles match since recovering from

a wrist injury.
Saturday,

the men’s

squad

spoiled

“senior day” at West Virginia with a
come-from-behind 4-3 victory over the
Mountaineers. The win, in combination
with
Friday's
action,
upped
Georgetown'’s final season record to 13-

14.
Amid an enthusiastic West Virginia
crowd, Georgetown got off to an omi-

nous start in singles, as each player ex-

cept sophomore Kevin Levy dropped his
first set. However, as evidenced by freshman Justin Hom's performance at No. 4
singles, Georgetown refused to quit. Already down a set, Hom saved six match
points in his second set to extend the
match to three sets.
Although Hom was ultimately defeated, his performance inspired a rally
thatenabled the Hoyas to take three of the
six singles contests. Then, led by junior

Chris DiCarlo and sophomore JonJon
Chang, Georgetown won No. 1 and No.

2 doubles to earn the decisive point.
Tennis Head Coach Rich Bausch
viewed the victory as a positive indication heading into the Big East tournament. “It was a great sign for us that we

can be tough

when

there is pressure

because

team]

came

[the

through,”

Bausch said.
Georgetown earned the No. 6 seed in
the tournament and will play 11th seeded
Connecticut Thursday at 12 p.m. A win
over Connecticut would set up a secondround match-up with third-seeded Providence. The Friars blanked the Hoyas 7-0
See TENNIS, p. 10
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